DON’T GO TO THIS SHOW
© The Leftovers Collective
An exploration of profanity

THRESHOLD 2 Performers actively dissuade people not to go in. Ms Guﬀrie
DON’T GO TO THIS SHOW
Mr. Kemp
They function as FOH - controlling numbers and on
exit passing out post show pamphlet

Artwork Number Title
1 Dunce

Concept

Performer

Punishment - a dunce sits Ms Scoble
in a corner writing lines.
Over the course of the 6hrs
the pages filled up are
stuck up for all to see.
Potentially we can invite
audience to help the
performer write. I will not
swear

2 Jar

Our swearing worth

Audience

Audience asked to
contemplate a large swear
jar overfilling with money.
3 Baby

A young mother a baby
Ms MsCowage
wrapped in swaddling
clothes. When one looks at
the baby you see it’s a
fresh cow’s tongue
Inviting ideas of protecting
innocence

4 Video

How young people feel
about swearing,
euphemism, slur, meaning
and punishment

Various kids

5 Class

Audience are invited to a
grammar class where a
teacher goes through rules
of grammar. If the
‘students’ misbehave they
are symbolically caned.

Ms Kershaw

6 Soap

Punishment - We see a
student washing their
mouth with soap.

Mr. Fries

He has read aloud from
Twelfth Night where the
servant Malvolio examines
a love letter written, so he’s
been told, by his lady.
Malvolio in the story he
examines the handwriting
and exclaims…
“By my life, this is my lady’s
hand these be her very C’s,
her U’s and her T’s and
thus makes she her great
P’s. It is, in contempt of
question, her hand.”

“and her T’s” in
performance
comes out “N her T’s,”
Spelling out CUNT—and it
is with her cunt that
Malvolio’s lady makes her
great P’s.
7 Sound

Sound work 1

Ms Clair

Dual channel of swearing
and body parts
Sound work 2
Mr. Fries
Shakespeare euphemism
and insults.
8 Ink

Can FUCK be beautiful and Mr Usser
not derogatory?
Temporary airbrush tattoo
of the word Fuck

